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Abstract

This manuscript outlines an automated anomaly detection framework for jet engines. It is tailored

for identifying spatial anomalies in steady-state temperature measurements at various axial stations

in an engine. The framework rests upon ideas from optimal transport theory for Gaussian measures

which yields analytical solutions for both Wasserstein distances and barycenters. The anomaly detection

framework proposed builds upon our prior efforts that view the spatial distribution of temperature as

a Gaussian random field. We demonstrate the utility of our approach by training on a dataset from

one engine family, and applying them across a fleet of engines—successfully detecting anomalies while

avoiding both false positives and false negatives. Although the primary application considered in this

paper are the temperature measurements in engines, applications to other internal flows and related

thermodynamic quantities are made lucid.
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1 Introduction

To discern if an observed measurement is anomalous, one must have some baseline measurement to

compare it against. This introduces two requirements. First, a metric that measures the difference—or more

generally the distance—between the observed and baseline. Second, a threshold that delineates whether

the distance is large enough to be classified as anomalous or not. For instance, if the absolute value of the

difference between the observed measurement and the baseline is greater than 2, then it is anomalous.

This delineation between an acceptable and anomalous observation is tedious to quantify when there

are multiple related observations and consequently multiple related baseline measurements. Such is the

case that we consider in this paper. More specifically, we wish to identify spatial anomalies in stagnation

temperature sensors in an engine; applications to other thermodynamic quantities, and indeed other internal

flow applications are extensions of the present work. The sensors considered in this work are positioned

on both rakes and vanes, and thus at a given axial station are functions of radial and circumferential

locations (r , θ). Rake placements may differ across engines, as may absolute values of their thermodynamic

quantities. Thus, one cannot simply compute the distance between two sets of measurements. Moreover, in

an operational engine environment, practitioners want to know if sensors are reporting anomalous values,

and if so, which ones. Thus, a scalar distance between an observed and baseline set of measurements, in

isolation, will fail to offer necessary information on the precise location of the anomaly and potential cause

thereof. Finally, to arrive at such a delineation, data-driven anomaly detection methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] are

seen as the way forward, with the caveat that they require large training repositories. This may be infeasible

for certain applications, such as ours, where anomaly detection over a higher granularity of measurements is

sought for which training data is limited by virtue of the costs of well-instrumented engine tests.

To address these issues, in this paper, we consider the following ideas.

1. It may be beneficial to construct a probabilistic spatial model using each set of measurements inde-

pendently. In doing so, we have at hand an annular model for observed measurements, and another

annular model for the baseline measurements. At the sensor locations, we expect this probabilistic

model to have a very small uncertainty—dictated by the measurement apparatus. As we move away

from the sensor locations, the model uncertainty will increase based on model assumptions and data

availability.

2. Prior to computing any distances, it will be important to normalise the data as different engine tests

may have relatively higher or lower values and we would not want the distance to be dominated by the

apparent difference in the mean. One way to do this would be to normalise by the area average. That

said, this area average should not be based on the sensor positions—which would invariably introduce

a bias—but rather based on spatially integrating the aforementioned probabilistic model.

3. It may be prudent to have sufficient granularity for identifying which part of the space the anomaly

originates from. Therefore it makes sense to consider multiple anomaly detection tasks. To do this, a

vector of distances based on the location of the sensors may be appropriate. This will yield the location

of the spatial anomaly, and offer relative comparisons between neighboring measurements.

4. Finally, rather than rely on the availability of a large training repository, it may be sagacious to combine

available data with synthetically generated data to boost the overall training repository size. However,

the precise manner this synthetic data is to be generated must be carefully considered.
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Figure 1: Motivating a probabilistic interpretation of anomaly detection: (a) two sensor measurements; (b)
inclusion of an extra sensor; (c) inclusion of an extra sensor with a reduced sensor value.

We are still left with the matter of selecting a suitable distance and threshold. In terms of the distance,

one point to recognise is that we are no longer comparing scalars or vectors: we are contrasting probability

distributions. To motivate this departure from existing anomaly detection literature [6], consider the data

shown in Figure 1. Subfigure (a) shows two sample measurements taken at distinct non-dimensional radial

locations. Each measurement is denoted by a circular maker and the numerous circular overlays reflect the

uncertainty in a given measurement. The interpolating curves offer plausible explanations of the data, based

on any prior information. In a Bayesian context these curves are referred to as the predictive posterior

distribution. In (b) we consider the inclusion of an extra sensor that is not observed in (a). It is clear that

some of the interpolating curves in (a) are inconsistent with the predictive posterior distribution in (b), in

the sense that they lie in the tails of that distribution. From an anomaly detection perspective, we are

interested in the following: if the two sensors in (a) represent a baseline (or gold standard) in measurements,

then is the measurement at a non-dimensional radial location of 0.8 in (b) anomalous? If our answer only

utilised the mean curve in (a), then we would be inclined to say “no”.

However, we see that curves which would be plausible under the posterior in (a) would become implausible

(i.e., lie in the tails of the predictive posterior distribution) for (b). Taking into account this uncertainty we

would therefore consider (a) and (b) to be far away from each other. In Figure 1(c) we illustrate another

possible outcome from the sensor’s value at 0.8. Now if we assume (b) is the baseline, then we want the

difference in the mean to be adequately accounted for. To summarise: in this paper we utilise a probabilistic
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paradigm for anomaly detection to appropriately account for plausible explanations of the data, which would

be consistent with the baseline model and its composite measurements.

Even at the extreme when comparing an observed and baseline, each endowed with only one sensor at

the same location (r , θ), we are still comparing two probability distributions. This is because the sensor

measurement will likely have uncertainty arising from temporal averaging, signal-to-noise filtering, and a va-

riety of thermodynamic calibrations—for converting from volts to Kelvin (or Pascals)—yielding a probability

distribution. Thus we restrict our search to distances that can be used to compare probability distributions.

Classical statistical metrics for comparing distributions that may be utilised include the total variation

distance, the Hellinger norm, and the L2 (Euclidean) norm. However, these metrics do not consider the

underlying space of the distributions. For instance, the distances between two uniform distributions that

have similar means is identical to a uniform distribution with a very different one if they all have the same

variance. The Kullback-Leibler divergence [7], is possibly a candidate, however it is not a metric in the sense

that the distance between a baseline and observed is not equivalent to the distance between the observed

and baseline; in other words it is asymmetric1. This may introduce additional issues when trying to set a

threshold.

What we do therefore is to exploit ideas from the field of optimal transport and Bayesian inference to

address the the points raised above (point-by-point respectively). We formalise the ideas discussed above as

follows.

1. To build a probabilistic spatial model, we use recent ideas in [8, 9] that view the thermodynamic

quantities at an engine axial plane as a Gaussian random field. In scope, this builds upon prior

least-squares based methods [10, 11, 12].

2. To negotiate issues pertaining to normalisation, we compute the Bayesian area average as derived in

[8]. This is an analytical calculation as it is a linear operator acting over the Gaussian random field.

3. We introduce a vector of one-dimensional Wasserstein distances, where each component of the vector is

the distance for a particular sensor location’s (r , θ) coordinate. Our choice in adopting the Wasserstein

metric is based on its symmetry, its closed-form expressions for Gaussian distributions, and its ability

to factor the underlying space of the distributions.

4. For generating synthetic data, we introduce a barycentric interpolation methodology that extends stan-

dard Wasserstein geodesics—amendable with only two distributions—to a higher dimensional manifold.

This permits us to generate synethetic samples that combine multiple baseline datasets.

Following these introductory comments, the structure of this paper is set down. Section 2 offers a cursory

overview to Gaussian processes, followed by an overview of the chosen kernel functions and the method for

inference. What follows is a condensed form of the fundamentals of optimal transport in section 3, and

the spatial anomaly detection framework is detailed in 4 with a specific focus on the distance metric, the

threshold selection strategy, and synthetic data generation. Finally, numerical examples of the propose

framework at work are given in section 5.

2 Gaussian random field model

Consider the spatial distribution of stagnation temperature at an isolated axial measurement plane. We

denote this as t (x), where x = (r , θ), with r = {r : 0 ≤ r ≤ 1} and θ = {θ : 0 ≤ θ < 2π} representing the

1Note that the Kullback-Leibler divergence can be made symmetric via the Jensen Shannon distance.
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non-dimensional span and circumferential location (in radians) respectively. What underpins our modelling

paradigm is that the relationship between x and t has both a systematic and random component. Our

overarching objective in this section is to describe the conditional distribution p (t |x).

We assume the existence of a set of m pairwise observations of the stagnation temperature D ={
(xi , ti ) |Mi=1

}
, herewith referred to as the training data. This set of data may also be written as D = (X, t)

where X = (x1, . . . , xM ) that is X ∈ RM×2, and t = (t1, . . . , tM ) with t ∈ RM .

Note that the distribution t (x) cannot be observed directly as individual measurements are corrupted

by a variety of noise sources as described above. Mathematically, we assume that this corruption is Gaus-

sian, yielding t (x) ∼ f (x) + N
(
0,σ2

)
where σ is the standard deviation associated with an individual

measurement. Extending this across the training data D we write

t ∼


f (x1)

...

f (xM )

+N (0, Σ) (1)

where Σ = σ2I, where I ∈ RM×M is the identity matrix. In instances where noise correlations between the

measurements can be inferred, Σ can be appropriately altered to encode such correlations, and thus need

not be restricted to the identity. Given the observed non-dimensional span and circumferential locations,

the likelihood of t may be given as

p (t|f) = N (0, Σ) . (2)

We now wish to represent the conditional distribution p (f |X), which is designed to capture the systematic

component of the relationship between x and t. To this end, we define a Gaussian model prior of the form

p (f |X) = N

f

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


m (x1)
...

m (xM )

 ,


k (x1, x1) · k (x1, xM )

...
. . .

...

k (xM , x1) · k (xM , xM )


 , (3)

p (f |X) = N (f |m, K) (4)

where m (x) and k (x, x) are chosen mean and covariance functions respectively. Covariance functions are

typically parameterised by certain hyperparameters, i.e., k (x, x;ψ), values for which need to inferred based

on both the data and the assumed likelihood (noise model). We define them to be ψ ∈ Rd and express the

model prior as p (f |X,ψ). Note that these hyperparameters will also have a prior distribution p (ψ), which

must be used to evaluate the posterior distribution p (f |D,ψ). According to Bayes’ rule, this is given by

p (f |D,ψ) =
p (t|f) p (f |X,ψ)

p (D,ψ)
=

p (t|f) p (f |X,ψ) p (ψ)∫
p (t|f) p (f |X,ψ) p (ψ) dψ df

. (5)

where the denominator is termed the evidence or marginal likelihood; it is essentially a scaling constant. As

we assumed a Gaussian likelihood, for a chosen value of ψ∗, inference over f the vector of latent values can
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be derived analytically

p (f |D,ψ) ∝ p (t|f) p (f |X,ψ∗)

= N (t|f , Σ)N (f |m, K)

∝ N
(

f |m + Σ–1
(
K–1 + Σ–1

)–1
(t – m) ,

(
K–1 + Σ–1

)–1)
.

(6)

For simplicity, we set m = 0 and zero-mean the data t. Before detailing how we can use the formulations

above for predicting t at testing spatial locations, a few statements on equations (5) and (6) are in order.

Typically, when using Bayes’ rule, we wish to identify the full posterior distribution p (f |D,ψ), rather than

just its moments or maximum value. To do so, one can utilise well-worn Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

methods that generate samples from the prior distribution p (ψ) to inform the posterior distribution, based

on a variety of factors including whether the chosen sample ψ∗ yields a higher posterior density. Note that in

practice ψ, may also be a function of certain other hyerperparameters, in which case priors must be assigned

and duly sampled from. As a technicality, it should be noted that each value of the hyperparameters yields a

Gaussian random field. From MCMC, we obtain a distribution of values for the hyperparameters, and thus a

distribution of Gaussian random fields. This therefore does not yield a posterior Gaussian distribution, but

a mixture of Gaussian distributions. Rather than negotiate a mixture of Gaussians, we choose to identify

the single value of the hyperparameters that maximises the likelihood, given the data and the priors. This

maximum a posteriori (MAP) value yields a posterior Gaussian distribution which as we will see later results

in an analytical form of the distance required for anomaly detection. It should be noted that although the

MAP will likely offer a reduced estimate of the overall uncertainty, it has the advantage of delivering faster

inference, which is necessary for anomaly detection.

Once the posterior distribution or its mode has been computed, it can be used to predict the stagnation

temperature at other locations. Let X̃ ∈ RN×2 with X̃ = (x̃1, . . . , x̃N )T be a set of such locations and

f̃ ∈ RN the corresponding [unknown] predictive values, i.e., f̃ = (f (x̃1) , . . . , f (x̃N ))T . Evaluating the

covariance function at these locations, we define K̃ij = k
(
xi , x̃j ;ψ

)
and K̃ij = k

(
x̃i , x̃j ;ψ

)
. The predictive

posterior distribution can then be written as

p
(
f̃ |D, X̃,ψ

)
=

∫
p
(
f̃ |f , X, X̃,ψ

)
p (f |D,ψ) dψ df

=

∫
N

([
f

f̃

] ∣∣∣∣∣ 0,

[
K K̃

K̃T K̃

])
N (t|f , Σ)N (f |m, K) dψ df .

(7)

Note that the first term on the right hand side in (7) is the joint distribution of the observed f and unobserved

f̃ . The covariance matrix is partitioned into four blocks to capture the covariances between the training and

testing input locations. Evaluating (7) yields

p
(
f̃ |D, X̃,ψ

)
= N

(
f̃ |K̃T (K + Σ)–1 t, K̃ – K̃T (K + Σ)–1 K̃

)
, (8)

revealing the predictive posterior mean and predictive posterior covariance.

The kernel function used in this paper is adapted from our prior work in [8] and [9] as it was found to

capture the type of variability expected in the radial and circumferential profiles. The kernel function is

expressed as a product of two kernels, one denoting the kernel in the radial direction kr
(
r, r′

)
and another
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along the circumferential direction kc
(
θ,θ′

)
k
(
x, x′

)
= kr

(
r, r′

)
× kc

(
θ,θ′

)
. (9)

First, we introduce their circumferential kernel, which comprises a Fourier series kernel which has the

form

kc
(
θ,θ′

)
= F (θ) Λ2F (θ)T , (10)

where

F (θ) =
[

1 sin (Ω1θ) cos (Ω1θ) . . . sin (Ωkθ) cos (Ωkθ)
]

, (11)

with Ω = (Ω1, . . . , Ωk ) being the k wave numbers and where Λ2 ∈ R2K+1 is a diagonal matrix of hyperpa-

rameters, i.e., Λ2 = diag
(
λ21, . . . ,λ22k+1

)
, whose values need to be determined. The squared terms are used

here to show that the hyperparameters represent the variances associated with either the sine or cosine of

each wave number. Note that as λ2j → 0, for j = 1, . . . , 2k +1, implies that corresponding mode does not play

an important role in the Fourier series expansion. Half normal priors are assigned for the hyperparameters

λ2j ∼ N
+ (1); this distribution has the support [0,∞), and takes in the parameter variance as the argument.

Along the radial direction, we use the well-worn squared exponential kernel

kr
(
r, r′

)
= σ2f exp

(
–

1

2l2
(
r – r′

)T (
r – r′

))
(12)

which is parameterised by two hyperparameters: a kernel noise variance σ2f and a kernel length scale l2.

These are both assigned half Normal priors

σ2f ∼ N
+ (1) , l2 = N+ (1) , (13)

with variances set to 1. For convenience we set ψ =
(
λ21, . . . ,λ22k+1,σf , l

)
and thus the prior p (ψ) represents

2k + 3 independent half Normal distributions with a variance of 1.

2.1 Posterior inference via MAP

In MAP, the objective is to solve an optimization problem over the space of hyperparameters ψ for

identifying the mode of the posterior. This is done via

maximise
ψ

p (t|f) p (f |X,ψ) p (ψ) , (14)

where the terms p (t|f) p (f |X,ψ) come from (5). Whilst this optimisation problem is generally non-convex,

its gradients may be computed—either analytically for via any automatic differentiation package—and used

for accelerating the optimisation with a standard gradient-based optimiser. All results in this paper use the

MAP for parameter inference.

2.2 Bayesian area average

One important consequence of interpreting the spatial distribution of temperature or pressure as a Gaus-

sian random field over an annulus, is that one can derive analytical expressions for linear operators that act

over the random field. This is precisely what we introduced in [8], and describe below for convenience.
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The standard area average for a thermodynamic quantity f (r , θ) at an annular axial plane is written as

A (f ) =
ro – ri

π
(
r2o – r2i

) ∫ 1

0

∫ 2π

0
f (r , θ) v (r) dr dθ

=
ro – ri

π
(
r2o – r2i

) ∫ f (x) v (r) dz

(15)

where r ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, 2π) and v (r) = r (ro – ri ) + ri , with ri and ro being the inner and outer radii

of annular section respectively. For convenience we use the coordinates x = (r , θ) as before. One can re-

write (15) as a linear operator acting upon the spatially varying quantity. Now, recall the joint distribution

(7) based on an available training dataset D. We can apply the same linear operator across the posterior

predictive distribution to arrive at

p (A (f ) |D,ψ) = N

w̃T (K + Σ)–1 t︸ ︷︷ ︸
µA(p)

, ω – w̃T (K + Σ)–1 w̃︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ2
A(p)

 , (16)

where

w̃ =
ro – ri

π
(
r2o – r2i

) ∫ k (x, z) v (r) dz, where w̃ ∈ RM×1,

ω =

(
ro – ri

π
(
r2o – r2i

))2 ∫ ∫
k
(
z, z′

)
v2 (r) dz dz′, where ω ∈ R.

(17)

To clarify, for a given value of the hyperparameters, the Bayesian area average is a Gaussian distribution

where the mean and variance can be calculated by plugging in the values of hyperparameters ψ into (15).

3 The Wasserstein distance and optimal transport

In this section we introduce the proposed methodology for spatial anomaly detection. The overarching

idea is based on the distance between two probability distributions, one which represents a baseline while the

other represents an observed sample. We can think of the baseline akin to a gold standard, as it represents

an idealised distribution of a quantity—i.e., what we expect the quantity to be. In what follows we define

the chosen distance metric and detail our data-driven strategy for classification.

Optimal transport is the study of moving a collection of related items from one configuration into another.

This movement may entail items from one discrete distribution to another discrete distribution; from one

discrete distribution to one continuous distribution, or from one continuous distribution to another continuous

one. These collections may include images, graphs, or more generally probability distributions—both discrete

or continuous. Optimal transport has recently seen applications in myriad of diverse fields including signal

processing, statistical machine learning, computer vision, and medical sciences [13]. It is extremely useful

for comparing signals across different coordinate systems and signal families, and thus has naturally seen

some application in anomaly detection [14]. Our exposition below closely follows the notation in [15].

To offer a deeper understanding of optimal transport, consider two measures α and β. A measure can

be either a discrete or a continuous distribution and it need not integrate to unity. That said, the measure

should be integrable against any continuous function and yield a real-valued output as the integral. We

assume that the measures α and β are defined over spaces X and V respectively. We further assume that
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Figure 2: A schematic of optimal transport for two continuous distributions.

these spaces are equipped with a distance metric. Mathematically, we state that over the set of Radon

measures R (X ) and R (V) we have α ∈ R (X ) and β ∈ R (V). For a given X , let R (X )+ denotes the space

of all the positive measures, while R (X )1+ denotes the space all positive measures that satisfy
∫
X dα = 1 for

all α ∈ R (X )1+ [15].

There are two key ideas in optimal transport: conservation of mass when transporting elements of α to

β, and the ability to split mass when doing so—also termed the Kantorovich relaxation which is particularly

suited for discrete measures. Thus, we seek a transport map T that pushes all the mass of α towards the

mass β, through which the mass itself may be split. To crystallise the relationship over the two measures, we

consider couplings ϕ ∈ R1
+ (X × V) which represent all the joint distributions over the product space of the

marginals X × V. The notation ϕ ∈ U [α,β], encodes the mass conservation constraint, i.e., ϕ is uniformly

distributed between α and β (see Figure 2).

For random samples x ∈ α and v ∈ β, the optimal transport problem is

L (α,β) := minimum
ϕ ∈ U [α,β]

{∫
X×Y

c (x, v) dϕ (x, v)

}
, (18)

as the minimisation of a distance metric subject to a certain cost function c (x, v). If we consider the

standard Lρ-norm distance between α and β, then the optimal minimiser, should it exist, is given by the

Lρ-th Wasserstein distance

WLρ (α,β) = minimum
ϕ ∈ U [α,β]

{∫
X×Y

‖x – v‖ρLρ dϕ (x, v)

} 1
ρ

(19)

3.1 Optimal transport with multivariate Gaussians

A closed form expression for the Wasserstein metric exists when evaluating the distance between two

Gaussian distributions with Lρ = 2. Let us define two Gaussian annular random fields (see Figure 3) for a

thermodynamic quantity α = N (µα, Σα) and β = N
(
µβ , Σβ

)
, where µα ∈ RN ,µβ ∈ RN , Σα ∈ RN×N

and Σβ ∈ RN×N . We also assume that both covariance matrices Σα and Σβ are symmetric positive definite.

By construction, the spaces X and Y are equivalent. The Wasserstein distance (see page 34 in [15]) between
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Figure 3: A schematic of two Gaussian annular random fields.

them using a quadratic cost, is given by

W 2
2 (α,β) :=

∥∥µα – µβ
∥∥2
2

+ tr (Σα) + tr
(
Σβ

)
– 2tr

(
Σ

1/2
α ΣβΣ

1/2
α

)1/2
, (20)

where the superscript 1/2 denotes the matrix square root, and the expression ‖·‖22 denotes the sum of

the squares of the argument (·). Note that this is equivalent to the Bures-Wasserstein distance between

covariance matrices Σα and Σβ .

One can interpret the movement of probability mass as a pseudo-temporal map g connecting α and β,

where g (0) = α and g (1) = β. The map g is parameterised by a scalar time parameter {t : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} for

which g (t) returns the probability mass at time t . The resulting path from t = 0 to t = 1 is called the

Wasserstein geodesic, as shown in Figure 4. For a sample ζ0 from the distribution α, the temporal movement

is given by

ζt = (1 – t) ζ0 + tH, (21)

where ζt is the transported sample, and H is the optimal transport map. For two Gaussian distributions,

the optimal transport map is given by

H = µβ + R (ζ0 – µα) , with R = Σ
–1/2
1

(
Σ

1/2
α ΣβΣ

1/2
α

)1/2
Σ

–1/2
α . (22)
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Figure 4: A schematic of showing the temporal map between two distributions α and β.

As the displacement of each sample in (21) is affine, i.e.,

ζt = ζ0 (1 – t + tR) +
(
tµβ – tRµα

)
, (23)

the distribution for any t is Gaussian with moments given by

p (t) = N
(

(1 – t)µα + tµβ , ((1 – t) I + tR)T Σα ((1 – t) I + tR)
)

, (24)

where I ∈ RN×N is the identity matrix. It is straightforward to show that when t = 0 the right hand side

of (24) is N (µα, Σα) and setting t = 1 yields N
(
µβ , Σβ

)
.

3.2 Fusing multiple distributions via a weighted barycenter

As comparisons between distributions are inherently done in pairs, it will be useful to ensure that the

baseline measurement is a good representation of possibly distinct, yet completely non-anomalous measure-

ments. We utilise ideas within optimal transport as a means to fuse multiple gold standard measurements

into a single representative one.

The task of computing a representative distribution from a set of distributions is analogous to the idea of

computing the centroid via k-means clustering for data (see Remark 9.2 in [15]). For a collection of samples

the mean or the barycenter is the minima of a weighted sum of the distances between a candidate and all

the samples. To clarify, let α1, . . . ,αk denote the set of K input distributions for which we wish to compute

the barycenter. We define the weighted barycenter α? as

minimise
α? ∈M1

+(X )

K∑
j=1

ϑjL
(
α?,αj

)
, (25)

with weights ϑ1, . . . ,ϑM , where ϑj ≥ 0 and
∑K

j=1 ϑj = 1. When the weights in (25) are equal, we say that

αstar is the barycentre of α1, . . . ,αK . Additionally, note that in the case where X = R and Lρ = 2, then
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under certain circumstances the barycenter is unique [16].

3.3 Computing the barycenter with multivariate Gaussians

As shown in Agueh and Carlier [16], for a collection of Gaussian distributions the Wasserstein barycenter

is Gaussian N (µ?, Σ?) with known mean µ? and covariance Σ?. Consider a set of K Gaussian distributions

αj = N
(
µj , Σj

)
for j = 1, . . . , K . The mean and covariance of the barycenter is then given by

µ? =

K∑
j=1

ϑjµj , Σ? = minimise
Σ

K∑
j=1

ϑj tr

(
Σ + Σj – 2

[
Σ1/2ΣjΣ

1/2
]1/2)

. (26)

The weights ϑj ≥ 0 can be set uniform, i.e., ϑj = 1/K or they may be chosen to appropriately weight certain

distributions; we discuss this salient point in the context of generating synthetic samples later. Whilst the

mean in (26) is trivially computed, the covariance requires some clarification. Whilst a closed-form analytical

solution is not available, an iterative solution is at hand. Following the fixed point technique in [17], we

compute Σ? through iterative updates via

Σ
(i+1)
? =

K∑
j=1

ϑj

((
Σ

(i)
?

)1/2
Σj

(
Σ

(i)
?

)1/2)1/2

, (27)

where the superscript (i) denotes the present iterate. Whilst no convergence proof for (26) exists, convergence

is obtained in practice [17].

It may be useful to also compute the Bayesian area average of the barycenter, which is also a univariate

Gaussian. Let

N
(
µA(αi ), σ

2
A(αi )

)
, for i = 1, . . . , K (28)

denote the Bayesian area average for the K distributions above. We can then write the barycenter’s area

average as

N

 K∑
i=1

ϑiµA(αi ),

(
K∑
i=1

(
ϑiσ

2
A(αi )

)1/2)2
 ; (29)

here the variance does not require a fixed point iteration and is analytically solved for.

4 Spatial anomaly detection via optimal transport

In this section we make precise our framework for spatial anomaly detection. Following our introductory

remarks, this requires a distance metric and a threshold.

4.1 Distance metric for anomaly detection

We begin by formalising the anomaly detection problem. Given S sensors with spatial locations X̊ =

(̊x1, . . . , x̊S )T , we wish to ascertain which sensor(s) is anomalous based on its location and thermodynamic

readings f̊ =
(̊

f1, . . . , f̊S

)T
. To do so, we use the Bayesian inference framework in 2 to arrive at an observed

Gaussian random field β. We assume that we have also have access to the Gaussian random field arising

from some baseline measurements which we hold to be representative of what one would expect. We term

this Gaussian random field α. Let the computed area average means for the observed and baseline Gaussian
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random fields be given by µA(β) and µA(α) (computed via (15)). The distance metric we propose is a

quintessentially a weighted 1D Wasserstein distance evaluated at the same spatial locations (r,θ) across α

and β of the form d = (d1, . . . , dS ), where

dj =

(
µα
(̊
xj
)

µA(α)
–
µβ
(̊
xj
)

µA(β)

)2

+
Σα

(̊
xj , x̊j

)
µ2A(α)

+
Σβ

(̊
xj , x̊j

)
µ2A(β)

–
2
(
Σα

(̊
xj , x̊j

)
·Σβ

(̊
xj , x̊j

))1/2
µA(α)µA(β)

(30)

for j = 1, . . . , S . There are a few remarks to make regarding the proposed distance metric. First, this metric

is a 1D analogue of the Wasserstein distance presented in (20), and by construction provides a distance

between the distributions of α and β indexed by each sensor’s location. Note that the measurements used

to infer β and α can be distinct, as they are based solely on their respective predictive posteriors at X̊.

Second, to mitigate the relatively large penalty imposed by subtracting the square of the means in (20),

we normalise all the mean terms by the corresponding area average mean and normalise all the variance

terms by the square of the corresponding area average mean. This in practice should facilitate comparisons

between engines that have slightly different means without flagging them as anomalous.

4.2 Setting the threshold

Once d has been computed for an observed set of data, a delineation has to be made with regards to

whether any of the S sensors are yielding anomalous values. This paper adopts a relatively straightforward

data-driven approach to set the threshold. Given a repository of Q data sets, D =
{
D1, . . . ,DQ

}
, all of the

form previously shown, we can evaluate d in (30) for each pair, yielding
{

d1, . . . , d(Q2)

}
2 values. We assume

that a majority of these Q datasets are standard, however, there are a few anomalous ones included too.

Then we proceed to calculate the 95% percentile value of all the aggregated distances, and use that as our

threshold value τ . In other words, if di ≥ τ then it is likely anomalous.

4.3 Synthetic data generation via manifold sampling

We envisage a shortage of quality training data, and thus offer a recipe to synthetically generate more

data. Recall in section 3.1, the Wasserstein geodesic was introduced as an affine transformation between

two distributions α and β; parameterised by a pseudo-temporal parameter t . In section 3.2, formulas for

computing the barycenter associated with multiple distributions was provided. One can generalise these ideas

to a Riemannian simplex [18], which comprises K vertices given by distributions α1, . . . ,αK and the inner

geodesic convex hull, i.e., the space bounded by the simplex edges. To generate samples, we assign ϑ1, . . . ϑK

to be Dirchlet distributed random variables, and solve (26). The resulting distributions are guaranteed to

fill the Riemannian simplex (see Figure 5 for a schematic).

5 Demonstration on engine data

Following a brief overview of the measurements used, we present results of our spatial anomaly detection

framework on real engine data. We also illustrate how one can generate synthetic data using the ideas above.

2The notation
(Q
2

)
denotes the number of combinations of Q data sets in pairs without repetitions, i.e., Q !/ (2!(Q – 2)!).
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Figure 5: A schematic of a Riemannian simplex (shaded yellow region) with K = 3 distributions α1,α2,α3.
Each vertex represents a Gaussian annular random field where the mean and standard deviations are shown
across the annulus. The grey hemisphere is shown to contrast a standard Euclidean simplex with the
Riemannian one. Each edge of the Riemannian simplex denotes the geodesic between any two vertices.
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5.1 Measurement and data overview

All the data shown here corresponds to steady-state temperature measurements taken at a given engine

thrust level. The greater the thrust, the higher the temperatures at each station. We define a single engine

test as being a run up (and often down) the power curve, and therefore comprising numerous engine extracts.

An extract represents data collected when the engine is effectively adiabatic, i.e., it has had time to stabilise

at the required operating thrust.

At a given extract, the measurements are obtained by sampling all the thermocouple voltages at 192

kHz with a rolling average running for the last 20 milliseconds. After filtering the signal to remove noise

and electrical system artefacts, it is averaged over a 30 second interval at a rate of 33 Hz. Subsequently,

these millivolt values are converted into Kelvin via a series of calibrations that cover static, batch-wire and

recovery effects. This yields both a mean stagnation temperature for each measurement and an uncertainty.

For the same thrust level, at a given measurement station, the uncertainties for all sensors are assumed to

be similar.

Our dataset is born from stagnation temperature measurements taken from a multitude of engines that

had been allocated as development test assets, in which a high level of gas path instrumentation had been

provisioned to gain insight into the engine functional behaviour. As a given engine design will have a limited

number of these test assets, due to their significant cost, we make use of similarity of the various recent

projects to increase our sample size. Here we denote each of these different projects as A, B, C and D. Each

engine project will contain numerous of these physical test assets, run over multiple builds where some of the

hardware or instrumentation is swapped out to achieve a particular test aim in each build. Each test asset

build will likely undergo numerous tests for which data is collected. While the basic architecture of each

test asset build, including the number of rotating and stationary components in each sub-system, are the

same, there will be variations in the geometry of the constituent components beyond those implied by the

manufacturing tolerances to ensure the specific test objectives of each build are achieved. It is also a fact that

the exact flow conditions at which the measurements were taken on one test extract will be almost impossible

to match on a subsequent test, due to the geometry changes between assets, but also other factors such as

the ambient conditions. This makes the task of anomaly detection more challenging, as minor variations are

permitted. As we treat each data set independently—regardless of whether they are two tests from the same

build or two tests from distinct builds—we do not distinguish between test number or build in what follows.

In terms of the measurements themselves, we concern ourselves with high power measurements as this

represents airplane cruise conditions. For the purposes of our example, we focus on stations within the

engine that were provisioned with gas path instrumentation across several projects and several test assets to

provide us with data to train for a threshold and then test this on data not used in the training phase. In

this paper we study three different axial stations, aptly named station 1, station 2 and station 3.

5.2 Extracting thresholds from engine A

As a majority of the data we have available is from engine project A, we train exclusively on it and test

on the engines projects B, C, D and E. To begin, consider the subfigures in Figure 6 that chart our training

workflow. Subfigure (a) shows the radial and circumferentially placed sensors, i.e., D =
{

(xi , ti ) |Mi=1

}
with

M = 27 across the annulus as coloured markers for the data from a test asset build (termed build 348)

at station 1, where build 348 is one of the assets for engine project A. The interpolated spatial field here

represents the posterior predictive mean of the Gaussian random field. The interpolated spatial field here
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represents the posterior predictive mean of the Gaussian random field. Subfigure (b) shows the posterior

predictive standard deviation; both the mean and standard deviations are evaluated using (7). For these

results, we set Ω = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) and σ2 = 0.04. Similar plots are shown in subfigure (c) and (d) for

a second test asset build (termed build 565) at the same instrumentation location in the engine (station 1),

which is also for an engine project A test asset using the same values of Ω and σ2. In subfigure (e) the values

of d are shown across the different spatial locations associated with the sensor positions in (c). It should

be clear that these distance values represent a continuous spectrum of possible distances that we wish to

threshold via an appropriately chosen scalar parameter τ , i.e., if a given distance di ≥ τ for any i = 1, . . . , S

then it is flagged as anomalous.

A similar workflow at station 3 for another pair of measurements from two test assets from engine project

A is shown in Figure 7. Here we set Ω = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) and σ2 = 0.035. One observation we

make is that across different engine stations, the distance values are distinct in magnitude warranting a

bespoke τ parameter for each station. The wave numbers and noise for station 2 is set to be the same as

those set for station 3.

We aggregate the distance values obtained from numerous pairwise comparisons for the three axial

stations, and plot them as histograms in Figure 8. The 95% percentile value associated with each of the

three stations is also shown. For station 1, we set τ = 0.0103, at station 2 τ = 0.032, and for station 3

τ = 0.0184.

5.3 Demonstrating anomaly detection on engines B, C, D and E

Here we demonstrate the utility of our approach on a few test cases—all on different engines families.

While distinct, there are similar characteristics across these engines which make them suitable candidates

to test the framework, even though the different values for τ were ascertained solely from engine A.

We consider two very similar test asset builds (termed build 283 and 278) in Figure 9 for station 1 from

engine project B to demonstrate that the threshold chosen is sufficient for not yielding false positives, i.e.,

it is not overly penalising. Figures 9(a) and (b) show the posterior predictive means for two very similar

measurements, with the computed values of d. As none of the distance values exceed the threshold of

τ = 0.103 for this station, none of the sensor positions in Figure 9(d) are classified as anomalous (A), but are

classified as not anomalous (NA). Note that this is a binary classification, and the apparent colour gradient

in this subfigure should be ignored.

The next case studied, also at station 1, is for test asset builds (termed build 270 and 208) from engine

project C. Here we have two very distinct builds as is reflected in their spatial mean distributions in Fig-

ures 10(a) and (b). It is readily apparent that there is something amiss with the rake at 342◦ on build 270.

Our spatial anomaly detection approach registers this as an anomaly and also picks up an anomaly on the

rake at 306◦. Radial profiles comparing the two predictive posterior distributions associated with the profiles

highlight the extent of dissimilarity.

Two more such studies are carried out on test asset builds from engine projects D and E in Figures 11 and

12 and demonstrate the ability of the framework to deal with distinct anomalies. In the case of Figures 11,

the anomaly was caused by unwanted coolant leakage flow in build 163; in the case of Figures 12 the culprit

was a faulty sensor readings.

The results above are a snapshot of some of the anomaly detection test cases studied—a selection of a

much larger test campaign. While in some cases it is easy to ascertain that a given station has an anomaly via

inspection, in most cases it is not. Additionally, there is the time it takes to undertake a manual inspection—
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 6: Computing d for a pair of builds from engine product A station 1: (a) mean of build 348; (b)
standard deviation of build 348; (c) mean of build 565; (d) standard deviation of build 565; (e) distances
between the two builds d evaluated at the sensor locations of the second build.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 7: Computing d for a pair of builds from engine A station 3: (a) mean of build 145; (b) standard
deviation of build 145; (c) mean of build 565; (b) standard deviation of build 565; (d) distances between the
two builds d evaluated at the sensor locations of the second build.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8: Aggregated pairwise distance values d across numerous engine data sets for engine stations: (a)
1; (b) 2; (c) 3. The number of pairwise comparisons vary as not every engine test will have instrumentation
at a given station.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Testing on engine B station 1: (a) mean of build 283; (b) mean of build 278; (c) distances between
the two builds d evaluated at the sensor locations of the second build; (d) classified anomalies based on τ
(NA: not anomalous; A: anomalous).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 10: Testing on engine C, station 1: (a) mean of build 270; (b) mean of build 208; (c) distances between
the two builds d evaluated at the sensor locations of the second build; (d) classified anomalies based on τ
(NA: not anomalous; A: anomalous); (e) radial distribution at 306◦, and (f) radial distribution at 342◦.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 11: Testing on engine D, station 2: (a) mean of build 163; (b) mean of build 574; (c) distances
between the two builds d evaluated at the sensor locations of the second build; (d) classified anomalies
based on τ (NA: not anomalous; A: anomalous); (e) circumferential distribution at a span of 0.74, and (f)
circumferential distribution at a span of 0.87.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 12: Testing on engine E, station 3: (a) mean of build 391; (b) mean of build 180; (c) distances between
the two builds d evaluated at the sensor locations of the second build; (d) classified anomalies based on τ
(NA: not anomalous; A: anomalous); (e) radial distribution at 164.3◦.
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having an engineer plot the data for each rake across the distinct measurement stations and comparing the

data from an observed engine test to a series of baseline ones—not a matter of minutes. Our framework is

fully automated, and as a result drastically reduces the time it takes to identify anomalies. Additionally, it

offers a more comprehensive treatment, going beyond the capabilities of a human engineer.

5.4 Using the barycenter for anomaly detection

For completeness, we offer a demonstration of computing the barycenter for multiple distinct distributions

at the same plane. Figure 13(a-e) shows the mean (top) and standard deviation (bottom) associated with

the posterior predictive distributions for five distinct builds at station 2 for engine A. We compute the

barycenter (26) using the fixed point iteration in (27) setting ϑj = 1/5 for all j . Note that in some cases,

a weighted barycenter may be more appropriate, i.e., when assigning certain measurement sets more weight

than others. Owing to the computational cost of storing and inverting the covariance matrices, we evaluate

the barycenter on a coarser grid compared to the distributions above. The final assimilated result is shown

in Figure 13(f).

To demonstrate the utility of the barycenter for spatial anomaly detection, we revisit build 163, shown

previously in Figure 11. Rather than contrast it with data from another build, here we evaluate our anomaly

detection approach using the barycenter, with the same threshold τ determine before. We report the results

in Figure 14 and demonstrate that even using the barycenter, the anomalies in build 163 are correctly

captured.

A valid line of inquiry here is whether a computed barycenter is robust to the inclusion of one or possibly

two anomalous data sets. The rationale for this notion is that there may be instances where a given set of

measurements may seem non-anomalous until a new build is tested and then compared against. To study

this idea, we

1. create a new barycenter for station 2—termed barycenter II—with the five builds in Figure 13(a-e)

and build 168, and

2. create another barycenter for station 2—termed barycenter III—with the five aforementioned builds

and two instances of build 168.

The latter is analogous (but not equivalent) to doubling the barycenter weight ν corresponding to build

168. Then we compute d between these new barycenters and build 168; the results are plotted in Figure 15.

While a clear reduction in the Wasserstein distances are observed, especially for barycenter III, the threshold

adequately detects the anomalies, giving us some confidence in this approach.

Conclusions

This manuscript presents an anomaly detection framework for identifying spatial anomalies in stagnation

temperature measurements in jet engines. It builds upon prior work on interpreting stagnation temperature

measurements at an isolated axial plane as a Gaussian random field. We borrow ideas from optimal transport

to define a weighted 1D Wasserstein distance between the same locations across two different engine data

sets. When this distance exceeds a certain data-driven threshold at an annular location, we classify the

corresponding sensor as anomalous. As the definition of an anomaly rests upon what is considered a baseline

or gold standard measurement, we exploit the Wasserstein barycenter to aid in assimilating multiple gold

standard measurements.
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Figure 13: Mean and standard deviations in the predictive posterior distribution for five different builds at
station 2 in (a, b, c, d, e). The barycenter is shown in (f).
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Figure 14: Anomaly detection with the barycenter with mean and standard deviation in (a) and (b) respec-
tively. Build 163’s mean and standard deviation are shown in (c) and (d) respectively. Distances between
the two cases d in (c); classified anomalies based on τ (NA: not anomalous; A: anomalous) in (d), and radial
distribution at 142.0◦ in (e).
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Figure 15: Anomaly detection with barycenters II and III, with mean and standard deviation in (a) and
(b) respectively. Build 163’s mean and standard deviation are shown in (c) and (d) respectively. Distances
between the two cases d in (c); classified anomalies based on τ (NA: not anomalous; A: anomalous) in (d),
and radial distribution at 142.0◦ in (e).
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The results presented in this paper demonstrate the utility of the proposed framework for capturing

distinct spatial anomalies. The methodology is invariant to the specific thermodynamic quantity considered,

and can also be adapted to other turbomachinery applications.
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